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Application Example: Predicting spontaneous wetting 

CONSTANT TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE: Will liquid B spontaneously spread on solid A? 

• Implications for: 
o Mixing of liquids 
o Formation of stable coatings 
o Designing biocompatible materials 
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Describing multi-phase/multi-component systems 

•	 Before discussing chemical equilibrium in multi-phase/multi-component systems, we need to introduce 
some nomenclature used to describe such systems 

Molar and Partial molar quantities 

Molar quantities 

•	 Rather than calculating total amounts for extensive quantities like internal energy and entropy, it is often 
convenient to define molar quantities for single-component systems- the amount of Y per mole of 
material. The molar value of some extensive quantity Y is defined as: 

•	 The units of molar quantities are thus the same as the parent variable per mole- internal energy is J/mole, 
entropy is J/mole•K. 

Molar quantities for composition 

•	 consider a two-component system (A and B atoms) that has 2 phases present, α and β: 

!

!

!

"

"

"

•	 The composition of each phase is: 

α phase: total moles of atoms in α phase: 

moles of A atoms in α phase: mole fraction of A atoms in α phase: 

moles of B atoms in α phase:	 mole fraction of B atoms in α phase: 
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β phase: 

•	 How do we describe the composition of the system as a whole? The convention is to use the average 
composition: The average composition is expressed as total mole fractions of A and B in the system. 

•	 The phase fractions fα and fβ are the mole fraction of total atoms residing in each phase: 

o	 The last relationship is required since the sum of the phase fractions must be 1. 

Partial molar quantities in multi-component systems 

•	 Molar quantities are more complicated for a multi-component system. When multiple components are 
present, the question becomes, Y per mole of what? To handle this situation, we define partial molar 
quantities that define extensive variables per mole of each component. A general partial molar quantity is 
defined as: 

o Because Y depends on the amount nA, nB, nC, … of moles of each component present, we define 
it as a partial derivative with respect to one of the components, while the numbers of all other 
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components are kept constant. The partial molar quantity is thus, in words, ‘the amount Y 
changes upon addition of a mole of component i, while all other components are kept constant 
(and at constant temperature and pressure).’ Note this last phrase that is part of the definition of 
partial molar quantities- the derivative is taken at constant temperature and pressure. 

•	 Partial molar quantities 

! 

Y 
i

are related to the total quantity Y by: 

•	 The usefulness of partial molar quantities can be seen if we consider the example of determining the 
partial molar volume of a multi-component system. If we have a single-component system, the molar 
volume is just: 

o	 But suppose we have a two-component system (with components A and B). A and B may have 
very different molecular volumes- thus addition of a mole of A to the system may have a very 
different effect on the total volume than addition of a mole of B. The partial molar volumes allow 
us to quantify these differences: 

o	 This can be of course generalized to any number of components. 
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The partial molar free energy 

•	 A very useful partial molar quantity is the partial molar free energy: 
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o	 Thus, the partial molar free energy is equal to the chemical potential. In words, the partial molar 
free energy is the change in total free energy that occurs per mole of component i added, with all 
other components constant (at constant T and P). The chemical potential of i measures the 
change in free energy caused by adding more of species i to the system. 
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Chemical Potentials in Multi-phase materials at equilibrium 

Materials that rearrange their components to reach equilibrium 

• We briefly discussed chemical work in Lecture 7- and how a multi-phase material that cannot exchange 
molecules with its surroundings can still alter its internal energy (or free energy) by rearranging the 
molecules within its phases, creating new phases, or eliminating phases that were present initially. 

o	 These rearrangements are driven by the chemical potential, but we haven’t yet examined what 
happens to the chemical potentials of different components at equilibrium, and we haven’t yet 
shown how the value of the chemical potential dictates motion of molecules. Do molecules move 
from high chemical potential to low chemical potential, or vice versa? When is there no driving 
force for molecules to exchange between phases? 

•	 In lectures 8 and 9 we saw how one can use the second law to predict the equilibrium values for 
temperature and pressure. We can now perform a similar analysis to determine what the chemical 
potential should be in a closed multiphase system at equilibrium under conditions of constant 
temperature and pressure. We do this by applying the equilibrium condition dG = 0 under the 
constraint of conservation of matter: 

• Our equilibrium condition at constant T and P is dG = 0. If we combine this equilibrium criterion with the 
conservation of matter equations above, we can write the following: 
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o	 This expression expanded for the case illustrated above, of a two-component, two-phase system 
would be: 

o	 At equilibrium, the chemical potential of a given component in the system must be equal 
in every phase. The chemical potential of one component does NOT necessarily equal 
that of another, different component. 
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